Alterations of static functional connectivity and dynamic functional connectivity in motor execution regions after stroke.
The aims of this study were to examine both static functional connectivity (FC) and dynamic FC alterations in motor execution regions after stroke and to investigate whether the altered static or dynamic FC was associated with the clinical behaviors in stroke patients. Seventy-six stroke patients and 55 healthy controls (HC) were recruited. Static FC and dynamic FC maps were computed based on the seeds of six core regions in motor execution network. Correlation analyses were performed between static or dynamic FC and clinical behavioral scores in stroke patients. Compared with the HC, the stroke patients had significantly higher static FC between the seeds and the precentral or postcentral gyrus, frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, thalamus and insula, and lower static FC between the seeds and the cerebellum and middle temporal gyrus. There were significant differences in dynamic FC between the seeds and precuneus, calcarine gyrus, insula, inferior parietal lobule, precentral gyrus, and middle temporal, frontal or occipital gyrus between the stroke patients and HC. Furthermore, a significant negative correlation was found between the Fugl-Meyer assessment scores and dynamic FC of the ipsilesional primary motor cortex and contralesional precentral gyrus in patients. The current study shows that the patterns of both static FC and dynamic FC changed after stroke, and correlation between motor function and temporal variability in the FC of the precentral gyrus was significant in stroke patients. Our findings indicate that dynamic FC might be a potential indicator for evaluating motor function after stroke.